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ABSTRACT

In the full reference metric based image quality assess-
ment of projection displays, it is critical to achieve highly
accurate and fully automatic image registration between the
captured projection and its reference image in order to es-
tablish a sub-pixel level mapping. The preservation of geo-
metrical order as well as the intensity and chromaticity re-
lationships between two consecutive pixels must be maxi-
mized. The existing camera based image registration meth-
ods do not meet this requirement well. In this paper, we pro-
pose a marker-less and view independent method to use an un-
calibrated camera to perform the task. The proposed method
including three main components: feature extraction, feature
expansion and geometric correction, can be implemented eas-
ily in a fully automatic fashion. The experiment results of
both simulation and the one conducted in the field demon-
strate that the proposed method is able to achieve image reg-
istration accuracy higher than 95% in a dark projection room
and above 90% with ambient light lower than 30 Lux.

Index Terms— image quality, image registration, spatial
distortion, projection display, full reference metric

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past decades, tremendous growth in the use of digital
media indicates that our daily life has been greatly impacted
by the rapid advancement of imaging technologies. Projec-
tion displays among various display technologies have unique
advantages such as portability, high resolution, and flexibility
on the specification. Recently, there has been an increased
popularity of embedding mini projectors in smart phones and
video cameras [1]. Furthermore, multiple projections can be
tiled up to generate a large perceptually seamless picture with
the help of a digital still camera [2]. It is cost effective for cus-
tomers to visualize information in a very high resolution with-
out issuing a customized manufacturing demand. Hence, Pro-
jection Display Image Quality (PDIQ) assessment becomes
an increasingly interesting and essential topic among both of
scientific research and industrial communities.

In full reference metric based image quality assessments
[3, 4, 5], image quality is evaluated with respect to selected

attributes. In a typical projection system, cameras are com-
monly used to acquire the scene, since they are capable to
record all pixels in one shot. It is critical to achieve a highly
accurate and fully automatic image registration between the
captured projection and its reference image; then it is posi-
tive to apply metrics which require the distorted image and
its reference image share the dimension and resolution. The
preservation of geometrical order as well as the intensity and
chromaticity relationships between two consecutive pixels on
the screen must be maximized. However, existing camera
based image registration methods do not meet this require-
ment well, because they either place simple assumptions on
the projections and cameras in order to reduce the problem
complexity, or they tend to modify the captured image quality
implicitly. The captured images are expected to have various
spatial distortions with respect to the relative positions and
orientations of the projector, screen, and camera. The camera
lens introduces additional spatial distortions. Hence, estab-
lishing a robust, accurate and reliable image registration for
PDIQ assessment is a non-trivial task.

In this paper, we propose a marker-less and view inde-
pendent method to use an uncalibrated camera to capture the
projection scene and correct its nonlinear spatial distortions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: first, in Section
2, we present the conventional image registration methods.
Then, in Section 3, the proposed method is presented. In Sec-
tion 4, experimental results are shown. At last, in Section 5,
conclusions are drawn based on the data observations.

2. BACKGROUND

Cameras are conventionally calibrated off-line in order to
eliminate lens distortion. The camera is typically modelled
as a pinhole and the global homography [6, 7] are presented
as a 4×3 extended nonsingular projective transformation ma-
trix H . The intrinsic and extrinsic parametric coefficients
[8, 9, 10, 11] are estimated by a least-square-fitting technique
with respect to a large number of pair-wise feature observa-
tions. The captured features are assumed to distributed on a
plane in the physical world. The pixel Po in the reference
image corresponds to the pixel Ps on the screen and the pixel
Pc = H·Ps in the captured image where s stands for the scal-



Fig. 1. Projected grayscale pattern images in a sequence

ing factor for the homogeneous coordinates of pixel Pc and
it correlates to the camera settings like capturing resolution,
focal length and aperture. aij are collectively called intrinsic
parameters of the camera, while rij and ti defining the rota-
tion and translation of the view transformation respectively
are collectively called extrinsic parameters, and
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The pincushion, barrel and mustache distortions of the cam-
era lens are corrected by estimating the coefficients of inward
or outward displacements of feature points from their ideal
locations and inversing the transform. The features are de-
tected from a series of captured patterns whose physical di-
mension and appearance are known in prior. Many formu-
lations [12, 13, 14, 15] are introduced accordingly. The ge-
ometric distortions are then corrected by down sampling the
captured image and register it with the reference image by in-
versing the perspective transformations like translation, scal-
ing, rotation, skewing and shearing etc.

In a summary, the conventional image registrations re-
quire the camera lens distortion to be identified manually in
prior, and the camera settings must be fixed for the use in
the future. In real practice of projection displays, an identical
projection may appear to have different types of distortions
with slightly varied camera positions and/or orientations. The
camera is likely to be relocated in the field in order to ob-
tain a view dependent optimized image quality. In such cases,
the camera settings will be adjusted and the camera must be
recalibrated accordingly. The process of conventional cam-
era calibration involving both offline and online procedures
is non-trivial, so it makes camera based PDIQ assessment in-
flexible and impractical.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method has three major components: feature
extraction, feature expansion and geometric correction.

3.1. Feature Extraction

Two gray patterns (Figure 1) are generated and projected in
full screen size in order to estimate spatial distortions. The
dot pattern contains round solid black dots evenly distributed
in a Md×Nd grid layout. The cross pattern includes crosses
that share the center locations and radius with the dots in the
dot pattern. Lets denote the captured dot pattern as Id, then a
contour map C can be generated as

C =Mc (Ga (Id)−Gb (Id)) (2)

where the Gaussian filter Ga with kernel size a (empirically
a < 5) is adopted to reduce screen-door effect [16, 17]. The
kernel size a should be kept as small as possible to preserve
the details in the captured image. The Gaussian filter Gb with
kernel size b (empirically b > 41) is adopted to spread energy
from highly illuminated pixels to their neighborhoods. The
median filter Mc with kernel size c (empirially c = 3 ) is
adopted to remove the salt-and-pepper noises, and smooth the
detected object contours. False contours might be visible in
the generated map C. In this context, we assume the largest
most visible continuous object in the scene is the projection
on the screen and then the false detections of object contours
can be eliminated by applying the binary thresholding:

Ib =

{
1 Ci > (1− p)·Lmin + p·Lmax

0 otherwise
(3)

where Ci denotes the ith pixel in contour map C, Lmin and
Lmax denote the minimum and maximum gray values in the
image respectively, and p ∈ [0, 1] is a constant threshold.
Smaller value of p forces the detected projection boundaries
to be compressed and vice versa. The value of p has an in-
verse effect on the detected dot contours. Hence, the pixels
corresponding to positive thresholding are kept and the rests
are removed. The algorithm [18] proposed by Suzuki et al.
is adopted to determine the contours and their hierarchy rela-
tionships in the binary image Ib. The outermost and longest
object contour corresponds to the projection area, while the
innermost and shortest contours correspond to the dots. The
rest of contours are therefore discarded. For each identified
contour, a moving window (empirically size equals to 5) is
placed along its pixels and a dynamic threshold with respect
to local statistics in the corresponding area of the original cap-
tured image Id is calculated. Then, the contour pixel at the
window center is shifted toward its neighborhood either hori-
zontally or vertically to achieve the goal of local optimization.
The local threshold is determined as

T = L ·
(
1− k· σ

L/2

)
(4)

where σ denotes the standard deviation of gray values within
the local window, L denotes the maximum gray scale level
(256 for 8 bit image) and the constant k (empirically k ∈
[0.1, 0.3]) indicates the confidence of the image quality of the
captured image Id. In the case of good image quality, the
value of k can be scaled down to 0. Otherwise, it should be
scaled up. Eventually, we adopt the algorithm [19] proposed
by Fitzgibbon et al. to fit dot contours into ellipses with re-
spect to the least square error minimization, so the actual cen-
ter, size and orientation of each ellipse can be estimated si-
multaneously. The estimated ellipse centers will be slightly
shifted according to the ”cornerSubPix” algorithm provided
by OpenCV library [20]. Such algorithm incorporates the de-
tected cross centers from the cross pattern image to locally
optimize the ellipse centers since the dots and crosses share
the same center location and radius.



3.2. Feature Expansion

The detected dot grid needs to be expanded to cover the entire
projection area, so that the image registration can be indepen-
dent from the geometry and content of projected images. In
this case, we fit the coordinates of all dot centers in the same
row or in the same column into a parametric natural cubic
spline function as sample points, and estimate the parametric
coefficients accordingly. Once the spline functions are de-
termined, we can generate a smooth parametric cubic spline
passing through each set of the feature points. In turn, each
spline is extrapolated to intersect with the detected contour of
the projection area to generate a pair of new feature points.
Thus, in total, 2(Md +Nd) new feature points are generated.
The four extreme corners of projection contour can be deter-
mined by applying the split-and-merge algorithm [21] pro-
posed by Heckbert et al. iteratively to eliminate pixels until
only four corners are left. These corners are used as feature
points as well. Eventually, we will have (Md + 2) · (Nd + 2)
feature points covering the entire projection area. The reason
to employ the natural cubic spline is to take the advantage
of its unique mathematical properties. A typical parametric
formulation can be presented as

x (px) =

3∑
k=0

αik (px − ci)
k, y (py) =

3∑
k=0

αjk (py − cj)
k (5)

where px ∈ [0,Md + 1] and py ∈ [0, Nd + 1] are the two
parametric coefficients for the spatial coordinates of a point
on the ith and jth spline section respectively; αik and βjk
are the local polynomial regression of kth parametric coef-
ficient of the ith and jth spline sections respectively; ci ∈
[0,Md + 1] represents the parametric coordinate of ith sam-
ple point on spline x (px), and cj ∈ [0, Nd + 1] represents the
parametric coordinates of jth sample point on spline y (py).
Each feature point in the expanded dot grid represents one
sample point for the corresponding spline. The coefficients
are estimated to make sure that around each key point the two
consecutive spline sections share the same first and second
derivatives; so the whole spline curve is differentiate and con-
tinuous below third polynomial order at all possible locations.
In addition, the estimated splines are adapted to local variance
within each spline section. Higher order spline may not be
employed to avoid adaptation to the errors inherited from the
capturing process or from the calculations above.

3.3. Geometric Correction

We create a sub-pixel level mapping between the captured im-
age and its reference, and the captured image can be undis-
torted by down sampling with respect to a specified interpola-
tion method. The basic idea is to register pixels between the
Cartesian coordinate system in the camera space and a distor-
tion independent coordinate system defined by the expanded
feature grid. Suppose the reference image resolution is given
as Nx×Ny in pixels and the capturing resolution as Mx×My

in pixels. Any pixel Po = (x, y) where x ∈ [0, Nx − 1] and
y ∈ [0, Ny − 1] in the reference image corresponds to pixel
Pc = (u, v) where u ∈ [0,Mx − 1] and v ∈ [0,My − 1] in
the captured image and the pixel pu in the undistorted im-
age. Their coordinates are defined in the Cartesian coordinate
systems and their pixel correspondences in the distortion in-
dependent space are

Qo =

(
x · (Md + 1)

(Nx − 1)
,
y · (Nd + 1)

(Ny − 1)

)
(6)

Qc =

(
u · (Md + 1)

(Mx − 1)
,
v · (Nd + 1)

(My − 1)

)
(7)

respectively. The correspondence between Po andQo, as well
as Pc andQc are established with respect to the expanded fea-
ture grid which is generated based on cubic splines. Since the
undistorted image is expected to exactly registered with the
reference image, then the coordinates of Po is equal to Pu in
the distortion independent space. Special attention must be
paid to the screen-door effect [16, 17]. The geometric correc-
tion may introduce wave-like artifacts. A trade off has to be
made between blurring the captured image to register the ge-
ometry with the reference image, or distorting the reference
image to register it with the captured image. In this paper,
we adopt the former approach to make sure that existing full
reference metric based image quality metrics can be incorpo-
rated without any modification.

4. EXPERIMENT

The experiment is performed in a controlled lab environment.
A portable LCD projector SONY APL-AW15 (1280x768) is
placed in front of a planar screen, and a DSLR Nikon D200
(3872x2592) is used to take the shots. All 24 images from
Kodak Photo CD PCD0992 [22] are adopted for the test. We
evaluate the proposed method against the pictures either gen-
erated by simulation tools or the ones taken in the field.

4.1. Simulation

The reference images and pattern images are scaled, rotated
and translated respectively at a series of levels to simulate a
specific type of spatial distortion. The output images have the
same resolution as the captured images. Since the actual dis-
tortions are known in prior for the simulation, the image reg-
istration accuracy can be evaluated with respect to the maxi-
mum absolute displacements of pixels from their ideal loca-
tions. In the cases scaling factors are greater than 1 (Figure
2a), the maximum displacements are below 0.2 pixel. These
small errors are largely negligible if the capturing resolution
is at least two times higher than the reference resolution (very
typical). The lowest displacements are given for special ro-
tation angles as expected (Figure 2b). In all other cases, the
absolute displacements are between 0.5 and 2 pixels, and they
correspond to the mis-adjustments of the contour fine-tune al-
gorithm (Formula 4) due to blurring edges in the captured im-
ages. The proposed method is completely independent from
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Fig. 2. Simulated scaling and rotation on a single image

spatial translations. We also scale and rotate all 24 testing im-
ages in a similar fashion and apply SSIM metric [23] (kernel
size 5) to measure the structure similarity between images in
luminance channel. This is largely ignored by conventional
image registration evaluations. The metric incorporates the
visibility of structure errors; it concerns the displayed image
content and is able to detect complicated image quality is-
sues like artefacts for example. Figure 2c (”S” for scaling,
”R” for rotation) and its corresponding statistics table (Table
1) illustrates that the mean of similarity increases rapidly and
the variance becomes smaller and more stable. However, the
image rotation has limited influence on the proposed method
and since the structure similarity are always above 98%.

4.2. Captured Images

In a controlled lab environment, we use the camera to take
pictures of each of the projected reference image at 25 ran-
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Fig. 3. SSIM for real captures under two light conditions

Table 1. Statistics of SSIM for simulation results
S 1.5 S 2.0 S 2.5 R 15 R 30 R 45

min 0.815 0.887 0.924 0.968 0.966 0.970
mean 0.902 0.940 0.960 0.983 0.982 0.984
max 0.964 0.978 0.985 0.994 0.993 0.993

95% int. 0.017 0.010 0.007 0.003 0.003 0.003

Table 2. Statistics of SSIM for real captures
0 Lux 30 Lux

min 0.914 0.851
mean 0.935 0.872
max 0.950 0.909

95% int. 0.002 0.004

dom locations and orientations in the field under low light
(0 Lux) and dimmed light (30 Lux) conditions respectively,
since the light condition has great impact on the visual expe-
rience [24]. Then we apply SSIM metric to the undistorted
images and their references due to the lack of ground truth for
the projections. The minimum structure similarity is higher
than 92% for all cases under the low light condition (Figure
3). The mean is larger than the one under high light condition
while the corresponding variance is much smaller (Table 2).

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a marker-less view independent
method to use an un-calibrated camera to achieve a sub-pixel-
level registration between the captured projections and their
reference images. The preservation of geometrical order as
well as the intensity and chromaticity relationships between
two consecutive pixels on the display are maximized. The ex-
periments results against distortion simulations and real cap-
tured images prove that the registration accuracy is consider-
ably high under typical light conditions of projection systems.
By incorporating this method, we can apply all existing full
reference image quality metrics to captured projections with-
out any modification to metrics. In the future, we will inte-
grate the method into an unified full reference metric based
image quality assessment framework for projection displays
and study the perceptual properties of displayed images with
respect to the correlations between human observations and
metrics results despite of the actual projection geometries.
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